
Diego! What better place to start this conversation 
then where we first met – Venice! I remember vividly 
walking on the island of Burano (just off  Venice) with 
you and having to constantly stop for all your plant 
collecting and specimen inspection. When did your 
fascination with plants begin? 

I grew up as a farmer, so plants have been in my life since 
I was a young boy. As an artistic journey then they just 
merged into it, as I kept my thumbs green while working in 
orchards and garden centres.

In a completely man made city such as Venice, plants 
seem all the more sacred, did this influence your 
practice at all?

That was not my first time working at the Biennale di 
Venezia, having been there two years before with Callum 
Morton... but anyway, no, the experience didn’t shift my 
practice, rather Venice was just another point of reflection, a 
very important one though.

It was in Venice that modern western societies were first 
introduced to the east, with the commercial dealings 
spearheaded by Marco Polo’s family journeys de-facto 
opening a floodgate for a number of new species to spill 
onto the European continent.

Venice, with its commercial past, is a great example of the 
shifting of species by human hands, species that otherwise 
wouldn’t have been able to make the journey.

I spent much of my free time walking in gardens and 
searching for traces of botanical archaeology, and whilst 
the old ‘botanical collections’ of the 12th century are gone 
now – there was an important one on the Giudecca island 
according to texts I found in the Biblioteca Marciana – the 
other islands still have some remnants. It is definitely worth 
further investigations, but I could only suss out possibilities 
while working there. 

So, to answer your question, Venezia didn’t influence my 
practice as such, but it developed into a rather important 
piece of the puzzle.

A highlight from the Venice Biennale was the Belgium 
exhibition Quadra Medicinale which photographed 
and documented the medicinal qualities of various 
neighbourhood weeds/plants on maps for the people 
who lived in those neighbourhoods. Your work The 
Hanging Gardens jumped to mind when I was viewing 
it. Can you tell the readers more about this work?

The Hanging Gardens & Other Tales was a neighbourhood-
specific installation in Sydney at Carriage Works Arts 
Centre, made up of pot plants on loan from local residents. 
The project was a collaboration with Makeshift and took 
place as part of the ‘Underbelly Public Arts Lab + Festival’, 
July 2008. It involved collecting plants and personal stories 
from participating ‘neighbours’ over a period of two weeks, 
and slowly hanging both stories and plants from the 
remnant structural components of this historic converted 
rail yard.

as the global pace of urbanisation accelerates and the world’s 
agricultural resources diminish, Diego bonetto’s use of organic 
material and exploration of agrarian botanical themes emphasise 
key eco concerns such as temporality, the fragility of nature, the 
randomness and the impermanence of life. While exuding social 
responsibility bonetto’s body of work critiques modern society in all 
its forms. Politics, urban planning, identity and technology fall prey 
to this artist’s intelligent and observant cynicism, making his works 
both poignant and accessible. 

Since winning the esteemed helen lempiere travelling Scholarship 
eighteen months ago for his work The Cabinet, the Planter and 
the Bonsai, bonetto has followed the botanical seasons of Spring/
Summer to artist residencies in northern italy and brighton (in the 
uK), only breaking the cycle to exhibit at Sydney’s current MCa 
exhibition Art For A Changing World. before Sydney Spring breaks 
again and we lose bonetto to a field of weeds, we talked about his 
new work, inspirations and observations. 
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As each plant was delivered to our reception desk, its 
owner filled in a registration form with care instructions, 
plant & owner details et cetera. At some point this form 
was filed, and an individual ink drawing of the plant was 
made. The plant was then added to the installation on 
tiered or hanging platforms, where it was looked after until 
the close of the festival. Eventually, its home location was 
also marked on a 1989 map of the area nestled within the 
installation.

All the stories we collected, and accompanying owner-plant 
portraits, were eventually published on a dedicated blog 
(hanginggardens.wordpress.com), which will ensure the 
survival of the ‘botanical relationships’ snapshot created in 
the process.

I read recently that an Italian artist Giuliano Mauri 
created a ‘vegetal cathedral’ from four rows of 
bundled branches arranged into organic Gothic 
vaults and after completion declared: ‘My works are 
not made to last. Some will return to the earth where 
they originated.’ Does this sentiment fit with your 
organic works? How will we see your work installed in 
galleries in decades to come? 

Oh dear, I fear the ecological urgency we are facing 
nowadays will dictate a whole bunch of new rules on how 
we use resources. White cubes are some of the locations 
where ecological guilt laundering happens. I am not 
concerned with how my work will be displayed, new ways 
to objectify the ephemeral will be championed, and in the 
meantime there will be the priorities of issues that need to 
be addressed. 

In your new, highly satirical work WeedBook you ask 
audiences to ‘Adopt a Weed’ on Facebook. Here, your 
artwork and audience exist in a totally virtual space. 
Is there a dichotomy between the environment and 
technology – or are they not at distinct odds?

I would like to answer this one starting from Pistoletto’s 
art. One of his current projects dives into a hypothetical 
new reality that he calls the 3rd paradise, and over and 
over again he said that what I was doing on Weedbook was 
the perfect example. In his mind there are two distinctive 
worlds, the natural one and the fabricated one, and what 
he’s proposing is to push art into the division of the two to 
create a new reality which touches the two despite being its 
own thing. In his view that is the aim for the human race, 
to foster a new understanding of reality which has both the 

natural and the fabricated within it, yet is its own thing. 
With Weedbook I have people using technology to get to 
know the spontaneous flora, and in his mind this was the 
perfect example. 

Now, this sounds a bit like like home-grown philosophy, 
and indeed it is, and I wasn’t really keen to be heralded 
as the proof that such an extravagant theory was actually 
solid science. I think simplistic ‘illuminated’ readings of the 
complexity of our daily existence are to be avoided, being 
arrogant and bound to be useless.

That said, there was a fantastic piece of writing by Ian 
Millis, which appeared in the last issue of Art Link, talking 
about the underground as ‘alternative critical culturality’.

He writes: ‘One thing I will put a bet on: in the future, 
the artists that matter – will not be the richest or most 
publicised or those who get the most grants or have the 
most exhibitions in the most prestigious institutions, but 
the ones that actually matter- won’t be producing the 
useless cargo cult fetish objects that fuels Biennales and 
the art market. They’ll be adaptively reusing culture and 
technology, reshaping them into something utilitarian and 
meaningful that may help us avoid the extinction we are 
now headed for.’

So in short, Facebook is an evil social tool, purposely 
engineered to collect marketing-sensitive information. 
Typical of humans to forget that we are not alone – ‘society 
is not me and my friends’ I say with this work – society 
is the whole of the biosphere. Peak oil, climate change 
and depletion of water resources will make sure a new 
understanding of how society, its cultural practitioners with 
it, is fostered.

And for all cultural practitioners out there. Any 
words of wisdom to finish up?

Apply to everything possible, the process will focus your 
mind on what you actually want to do.

Collaborate – what you can do in a group is far more 
impressive and socially relevant than anything you can 
dream up and craft away in your own little studio.

Be humble and truthful.

Never give up.  
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Matthew Hunt continues his 
project of making something 
out of nothing and meaning 
out of everything. With texts 

taken from his everyday 
experience, Hunt negotiates 

incidental encounters, 
problematic internal voices, 

distant memories, odd 
descriptions, wordplay 

and mundane expressions. 
looking for the connections 
between us collectively, Hunt 
asks ‘Can a simple day to day 

life provide the material to 
elevate and provide meaning 

to life?’ 

Hunt’s text works embrace the 
notion we are words, we are 
formed by words, they enter 
us, inhabit us and explain us, 
yet our interpretation of them 

is unique. This interpretive 
slipperiness allows Hunt’s 

texts to become our words, 
our narratives and our worlds.

New works include his 
antiquated, outdated but 

beautiful scraperboards, new 
colour gouache works and a 
new set of prints printed by 

The big fag Press.
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